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' A Primer on Solar Radiation Data
,. , . • . . -. ..

correctional institution in Tehacha :'

_" energy to supplement the existing
._v_..,, water and space heating for 5100

_ .... system provides energy ata cost below •.....

_ natural gas heating. Sunlight striking
reflected and concentrated Onto tubes

_, _' antifreeze solution that runs the len

solution, heated to 270°F, is pip edl !

,_, through a heat exchanger to prov:

? _: kitchens, laundries, and space heatingi _i_ : _i.,-, __iii _;:i_>__ :' _'_

_"' Engineers
on the available

system, the effectiveness of the colleCtOr
..

_.', the sun and concentratin_

,_. ,o collector fluid, the

_'_ , _ system reliability: All this informati0nwa_
'_"_ i_ to the design of the system

..... operation, and even

the system. /ii: :i_;,__:,_:i _:i/i_i/iii!iiiii_!i!_' I__!!!

,,,D'., Accurate information is'

' _ systems. This primer

. pieces of infonnation--solar radiation

" what solar radiation data are, why they are

data are measured, how the data are used_ ........ _

"_'a_ uncertainties affect performance and economic pr0jectiO_: • _ _'_

_,,_ :,, "_ ;_' _ It also examines how climate, geography, and atmospheric , ::!!'!i
" conditions cause the amount Ofsolarradiation to vary; and it '

/ discusses solar radiation data bases and products available (now "

and in the near future) for engineering and economic analyses.



-,. nat are solar ramauon data?

5!:' Solar radiation data provide information, ,_;",l

.i;:!':'_i!,,.:_4_' on how much of the sun's energy strikes a
ii7 .surface at a location on earth during a par-

<;;' ticular time period. The data give values of

energy per unit of area. By showing natural-

ly occurring changes in the amount of solar

rad iation over the course of days, months,

and years, these data determine the
amount of solar radiation for a location.

The units of measurement are exF ressed

as kilowatt-hours per square meter

(kWh/m2), megajoules per square meter

(MJ/m2), langleys (L), or British thermal

units per square foot (Btu/ft2).

Today, the primary source of solar radia-
tion data for the United States comes from s_

measurements made by the Na tional

Weather Service at 26 SOLMET (SOLar

METeorological) stations from 1952 to sa,,a_a,
I c-_7-'_.In addition, mathematical models

estimated data for 222 ERSATZ (synthetic) Long
stations where no solar rad iation measure-

ments were made. Because the equipment

did not always accurately measure the
solar radiation and the models used were

limited in their application, the data do not

always correlate well with
more recent field measure-

ments. To provide better data,

we developed a National
Solar Radiation Data Base.

This data base covers 30 years
(1961-1990) and comes from

information recorded by
m()re accu ra te illstrtl men ts

and from bette_" m()dels. In

I c_92,this new data base will
be available for 250 sites.
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i!;i;h do we need solar radiation data?

": ;:,;;t The earth receives a vast amount of energy '/I_' Itl{_l't' cl(7'lil'tl[¢'/I/ (d_ /xll(_i'_ _ [lit

' 'L;kiT,.,,i<7' from the sun in the form of solar radiation. :-;edit/ t'f't;¢llll'_ 7' I1.,I,<,l i<><'<v¢/_

.:i!!_iT!iilIf we converted to usable energy just 0.2%
:;_ *":i:_.TYof the solar radiation that falls on our na- _/qiII1i;:.;_' I/l_' n l/_;/_'_Jl.']"/It'r_,'/i_n',

tion, we would meet the energy demand of tlc'l"ll/'cl[_' t;_)//ll' I'lltlill[ [_!11t/tl[tt llt7'

the entire United States. A variety of solar

energy technologies are being developed to

harness the sun's enerbD, including: :.;,l/Sli '111 ill ',_;i<',_II, 'i

• solar electric (photovoltaic) for convert- DavidF.Menlcucci

ing surllight directly into electricity; Sandia NationalLaboratories

• solar heat (themlal) for heating water for
industrial and household uses; The economics of these technologies

• solar therwial electric for producing depend on the equipment and operating

steam to run turbines that generate costs, the percentage of the solar radiation

electricity; that can be converted into the desired

• soh'ir fuel technologies for converting energy product, and the amount of solar

biomass (plants, crops, and trees) into radiation available. Users of these tech-

fuels and by-products; nologies need high-quality solar radiation

• passive solar for lighting and heatirlg data. If the actual solar radiation for a loca-

buildings; and tion is less than indicated by available data,

• solar detoxification for destroying haz- the performance and the economic goals

ardous waste with corlcentrated sunlight, for the system will not be met. On the other
hand, if the actual solar energy at a location

is greater than indicated by the data, the

perfc_rmance and economic projections

may be too conservative and prevent a

viable technok)gy from being used.

"Ii_mi nimize energy ccmsu m ption, hea t-

ing and air conditioning engineers also

use solar radiation data to select bl.lilding

con figu ratitres, orienta titres, and air con-

ditioning systems. Becacise energy costs

are a significant expense in building owner-

ship, an energy-efficient design can sig-

nificantly reduce the life-cycle cost of a

building.
The a mount of sola r rad iaticm received

changes throughout the day and year

di.le tc}weather patterns and the changing

position of the sun, and solar radiation

data reflects this variability. By knowing

the variability, we can size storage systemsThese technologies convert sunlight into usable forms of energy.

so they can provide energy at night and

du ring cloud y period s. For technologies

li
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UV I Visible I Near-Infrared ,.

l'Iecause of ill',sc_rption and scattering by the atmo-

sphere, tilt., spectral distribution of solar radiation

outside tilt., atnmsphere differs significantly from

thai on earth. Also, tile spectral distribution on

earth changes throughout the day and year and

is influenced by location, climate, and atmospheric

ccmd itions. C,onsequently, the percentage of energy

that is composed of UV, visible, or near-infrared

radiation, or portions thereof, also varies by

location, time of day, _nd year.

with nct unurgy steerage, wu can evaluatu

Ic,ad matching by comparing the profile of

thu ,_v,ailnblt,solar radiation tlaroughcmt the

d,_v with the prcffilc of the unergy required

by the h_ad. Scalarradiation data also help

d t'tt'l'lalillt' thf best geographic locations for

._,c_lar t.,nt,re, y tuchr_olc_gies. Other factors

br,in e, t'cltlal, a site r_ 'cuiving rncwu scalar

r,ldi,ltit)n will bu moru economical.

I:'_)r curtain tcclantqogics, we also need to
This remote water-level-monitoring station uses pholovoltaics for charginlg

knttw thu spuctral, cw wavuleng, th, distribu- storage batteries that supply electric power. Solar radiation data provide

tic tta c_t:thu st)lar rad iatitm, t-:or uxarnplu, information for determining the size of tile photovoltaic and battery system

lqa¢)tCwt_ltaic duvices respond primarily to needed tc)supply remote stations like this with reliable electric service.

wax't,lt,ngtlas ivathe visible and near-in-

tr,lrud rt,gicm ttf the spectrum, while sc}lar

tlt,t_xiticnti_m usus unergy frona the

tnltravic,let (UV) region. I,ocation, climate,

,and ,itmc)spheric ccmd iticms in fluence the

spectral distribution of scqar radiaticm,
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# nat myluences the amoum of solar radiation?
, '-'Vi,.!!_\ (i_'!

, ..... c,.!, ,ili.i_The amount of solar radiation reaching the _

." !./ ' .!i'.'!_,ii::i:¢ earth'? st:rface varies greatly because of 'i,, .! _,_J
_/.'. ';!i;_!!I' changing atmospheric conditions and the " ....;_i?jk

" '!_;;i;;/ changing position of the sun, both during ,':.;......

the day and throughout the year. Clouds

are the predominant atmospheric condition

that determines the amount of solar radia-

tion that reaches the earth. Consequently,

regions of the nation with cloudy climates
receive less solar radiation than the cloud-

free desert climates of the southwestern

United States. For any given location, the

solar radiation reaching the earth's surface

decreases with increasing cloud cover.

Local geographical features, such as

mountains, oceans, and large lakes, in-

fluence the formation of clouds; therefore,

the amount of solar radiation received for

these areas may be different from that

received by adjacent land areas. For ex-

ample, mountains may receive less solar ,k,,

radiation than adjacent foothills and plains :._

located a short distance away. Winds blow-

ing against mountains force some of the air

to rise, and clouds form from the moisture ,,

in the air as it cools. Coastlines may also

receive a different amount of solar radia- ,. ,_.

tion than areas further inland. Where the ',.,;._iy";:<,_v,.....

changesingeographyarelesspronounced, ,.:.,,,_:_._,,,-,_,.,._,__:,._,,.

such as in the Great Plains, the amount of

solar radiation varies less.

. :_'_.

. , _ , _ " _ _' ,: ..

• _ ,y:f' f_, I.,_

_rd_." ;_y]._t_'i'..'. '_:,:_*'_',_,,_ "_lil_"II',;

"%;'W_._' :_-,--__9......'

_!i_'_:" ' "" _,i ,_"a_"_::_:_,. " _ _• _r

.;. ,_ :"_:I'_'....._,,9G '" ,'._.::., , .,:_.._'

. '.). , _ _ _ • _._
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,i#i"-::: :'_' _ :_i _ t Many atmospheric scientists
__:i_= _ believe that the eruption of

:_._i_ _[lllb _,_ Mount Pinatubo in June 1991i _ . will have worldwide effects

'_ ,T during the next few years,
This was one of the largest

_. volcanic eruptions of the 20th

/ _' _ ';_' century. Volcanic ash and

._ _ sulfur dioxide spewed high

,_, ,_._ :_, above the Philippines and

_ _ _415 " into the stratosphere; the
,,,, :_,_! resulting dust cloud spread

_i, /_ _ around the earth's equator

;i% and toward higher latitudes.

i'

, The increased dust diminishes

,t "_' _i_ __.;._. the solar radiation received

.,_,- _,_ : at the earth's surface. Peak

__ _. effects will occur in 1992,, ,_' _ . but colder winters and

' _" '_ '_ _ _:_,@_;_,_:ii_,:_:_! cooler summers may ensueuntil near the middle of

_ .... this decade. Long-term

/ _i_ ...... measurement of solar,. radiation at numerous sites

l, permits naturally occurring_, ._i events such as this to be

• _ , _._ :,_ evaluated with respect to

_ ,,, , _", • their impact on the solai'
_. _ :'_,_:,i_.?,'resource and the climate.

,.

_l ___ _.

. '!

,._/i_:

' . ,.
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25'7,,,A large w_lcanic eruption may

decrease, ¢_vera large portion of the earth,

the direct beam solar radiation by 20% and

the global solar radiation by nearly 10% for

¢_months to 2 years, As the w}lcanic ash

falls out of the atmosphere, the effect is

diminished, but complete removal of the

ash may take _;everal years,
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hat parts of solar radiation are measured?

;_ The total or global solar radiation striking a the solar radiation is direct beam radiation

.." collector has two components: (1) direct On overcast days, the sun is obscured by

, beam radiation, and (2) diffuse radiation, the clouds and the direct beam radiation

i' Additionally, radiation reflected by the is zero.
surface in front of a collector contributes to Diffuse radiation is scattered out of the

the solar radiation received. But unless the direct beam by molecules, aerosols, and

collector is tilted at a steep angle from the clouds. Because it comes from all regions

horizontal and the ground is highly reflec- of the sky, it is also referred to as sky radia-

tive (e.g., snow), this contribution is small, tion, The portion of total solar radiation

As the name implies, direct beana radia- that is diffuse is about 10% to 20% for clear

tion comes in a direct line from the sun. skies and up to 100% for cloudy skies.

For sunny days with clear skies, most of

Some of the solar radiation entering the earth's atmosphere is absorbed and scattered. Direct beam
radiation comes in a direct line from the sun. Diffuse radiation is scattered out of the direct beam by
molecules, aerosols, and clouds. The sum of the direct beam, diffuse, and ground-reflected radiation
arriving at the surface is called total or global solar radiation.

12



The type of data needed and the funds In the absence of any solar radiation

available help determine the number and measurements, we enlploy models using

kinds of instruments used at a site to meteorological data such as cloudiness

measure solar radiation. A complete solar and minutes of sunshine to estimate solar

radiation monitoring station has instru- radiation. Although much less accurate,

mentation for measuring three quantities: this is often the only option we have for

(1) total or global radiation on a horizontal locations where solar radiation is not
surface, (2) diffuse radiation on a horizontal measured. Cloudiness data are based on

surface, and (3) direct beam radiation, observations by a V,'ained meteorologist

Measuring all three quantities provides who looks at the sky and estimates the

sufficient information for understanding amount of cloud cover in tenths. A clear

the solar resource and for rigorous quality sky rates a cloud cover value of 0 tenths,

assessment of the data. Any two of the and all overcast sky rates a cloud cover

measured quantities can be used to calcu- value of 10 tenths. Minutes of sunshine are

late a range of acceptable values for the recorded by an instrument that measures

third. Many monitoring stations also have the time during the day when the sun is

equipment for measuring solar radiation on not obscured by clouds.

tilted and tracking surfaces and for measur- To investigate the spectral distribution

ing meteorological parameters such as am- of solar radiation, an instrument called a

bient temperature, relati',.,e humidity, and spectroradiometer measures the solar

wind speed and direction, radiation intensity at discrete wavelengths.

A station with a lower level of funding Spectroradiometers are complex and

may only measure two quantities; the third relatively expensive instruments, and

is calculated. For example, the direct beam their operation and maintenance require

component can be derived by subtracting significant effort. Consequently, spectro-

the diffuse radiation from tlle global radiometers are not routinely used for

radiation and applying trigonometric long-ternl data collection. Rather, they

relationships to account for the position help establish data bases that have suffi-

of the sun. The trade-off for this approach is cient information to validate models that

that the calculated direct beam data are less predict the spectral distribution ba,_d

accurate than if the direct beam data were on meteorological data and the position
measured, of the sun.

Historically, many stations have

measured only the global radiation on a
horizontal surface. This necessitates cal-

culating both the diffuse and direct beam
solar radiation, which results in less

accurate values for these two quantities

than if they were measured.

!
!
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These instruments measure solar radiation:
i i

a Pyranometer with 180 ° field of view measures total or

global solar radiation.

b Pyranometer with shadow band measures diffuse solar
radiation. The shadow band blocks the direct beam solar

radiation so the pyranometer only sees diffuse or sky
solar radiation.

c Pyrheliometer mounted on a sun-tracker measures direct

beam solar radiation. The pyrheliometer has a narrow field

of view and detects radiation coming directly from the sun,

d Rotating shadow band radiometer measures both global
and diffuse solar radiation. A motor moves the shadow

band to shade the sensor from direct beam solar radiation

while diffuse solar radiation is measured. Then the motor

moves the shadow band to unshade the sensor while

global solar radiation is measured.

e Spcctroradiometer measures the spectral distribution of

global solar radiation.

! ............... ....................... i................... ...... ,

jt, ! ....k , ,





'i '!il/owdo we use solar radiation data ?
_!'iI

i;i_ii

' ::; _>_ Solar energy technologies rely on solar That is, if the amount of solar radiation

!.' !_ radiation to provide energy for producing is increased then the end-use product

'_,_",_,,_,_,, electricity, l_eating water, destroying toxic increases also. This is also true for solar

%i:i.!, wastes, and lighting and heating buildings, fuel production, in which crops are grown

Cornrnor_ to these technologies is that the and then converted into fuels and by-

end-use product is, for the most part, a products, Although dependent on the

direct fi.lnction of the amount of solar radia- soil type and rainfall, crops also depend on

tion received and the conversion efficiency, the amount of solar radiation received.

To determine the performance and eco-

heroics of solar conversion technologies,

designers and engineers use solar radiation

data to estirnate how much solar energy is

.... available for a site. Depending on the par-

',::,..... ..;_:; ticular technology, the solar collector nlight

be a photovoltaic arra), a concentrating

'"_('.:,_ parabolic trough, a domestic hot water

• collector, a window, a skylight, or a canopy

of foliage. Designers and engineers rise

hand calculations or computer simulations

to estimate the solar radiation striking a
collector.

Hand calculations are appropriate when

using solar radiation data that represent

an average for an extended period. For

example, designers of remote photow_Itaic

powered systems for charging batteries use

average daily solar radiation for the month

to determine the size of the photow)ltaic

array. The criteria for this application is not

the amount of solar radiatior for a given

hour or day but whether or not the average

daily solar radiation for the month is suffi-

cient to prevent the batteries from becom-

ing d ischa rged over several days.

The month used in the design process

depends on the relative amount of solar

radiation available compared to the energy

required by the load. For a system in which

the load is constant throughout the year,
solar radiation data for December or

Windows cansignificantly affect the heating and cooling loads of buildings. January are usually used for the northern

Engineers and architects canuse solar radiation data to evaluate the effects hernisphere.
that windows will have on the energy consumption of a building and hence
determine the size of heating and air conditioning equipment needed.

-i_ 16



CtniH:_uter simulatitms are an e_'f,.'ctive

tt_ol when an hour-by-hour perfornlance

analysisis needed, Utility engineers may

want tt_ know if the tmtput t_fa sc}lar

electric power plant could reliably and

economically help meet their daytime

electric demand. (One of the potential
0

benefits of a solar electric power plant is a.

that its output may coincide with the utility

peak electric demand for sumrnertime air

conditioning loads.) By using the hourly
s_Har radiation data for its location, the

utility can run computer programs that

shrew h{_w rnuch energy could be

produced on an hour-by-hour basis 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

throughout the year by the solar electric Timeofday (hour)

pc)wer plant. ,.,
Computer simulation using solar radiation data shows how the output of tw()

Some solar energy conversion tech- photovoltaic power systems could be added to the uttlity's generation to help

n(d(_giesrequire a thresl'told w11ueof solar meet peak electric demand in the summer. The flxed-tilt array faces south and

rad iation before certain operations cart is tilted from the horizontal at an angle equal to the site's latitude. The tracking

begin ()I" be sustained. As all exanlple, a array usesmotors and gear drives to point the array at the sun throughout the
day. Depending on location, the photovoltaic system with the 2-axis tracking

central receiver solar thermal electric array receives annually 25% to 40% more global solar radiation than the fixed-

power plant may reqtlire direct normal tilt photovoltaic system and provides more power for hmger periods. This

solar radiation values above 450 W/m 2to must be weighed against the higher initial costand maintenance required
for the tracker.

produce steam for tlle turbine generator.

Consequently, to evaluate a site's potential

for solar thermal electric production, a

designer examines the solar radiation data

to determine the times of day when the 11_'llilt'ii' /lit' '41l/til [¢)(1_/ I'.";[/II' [cll',W_'sl

solar radiation exceeds tile threshold value. Ii.' 1,1illiJ,¢,'X
I leating and air conditioning engineers

use solar radiation data to optimize build- ,tll/illl'.';, (llll[ [)l'lllll,';l' (I,l'lll/lli'l'_; tll'l'

ing designs for energy efficiency. For //Ii' It1( I'.;1';/'II.";/'[ ('l' 1¢_llit' .";¢1/111'li Itt¢1,

example, window orientation and size can ',(tilt/ Ilil{l'lt{l'l)tl {ll[(I (ll'l' ¢'.'.;wl'tllill[ Iiil'

affect,the h,eating and cooling of the build- 1/1_'i1__'llt'illl' it_ll/i'_/_'ti,,_l/i'/])'_ 'ii'III
ing. South-facing windows transrrdt solar

energy in the winter that is beneficial in I[_";l",'ll I*l [_lll'[t[l'll,',_.'; tlllt/ l/lt'il' (11'1'

reducing heating requirements. But in the {'!lllt[l'l/l_lll'tl,,.i _;,I/_;[t'tll.,;."

summer, solar energy transmitted through aae.kF.Roberts,P.E.
windows (primarily those that faceeast or AmericanSociety of Heating,Refrigerating

west), must be offset by increased operation andAir-ConditioningEngineers

of the air conditioning systern. By having
access to solar radiation data for their loca-

tion, engineers and arcMtects can evaluate
tile effects of window orientation and size

I 17
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m{_dds l{t {_ptimixe the cells fl_r nlaximunl

energy Pr{}duction. Becausefile spectral

c()ll R'nl (tr solar rad ia tion ch,lllgt's throtlgh-

(tLI[ the day and seas(m,Plxttovctliaic Cells

are tailc_rodftu"a ,_peciticrange of solar

rad iati{m wavelengths thai will Produce

themt_stenergy,l)il:ferentplx_tt_voltaic ,I ('I',IIlk;,;l_lJt_l_11_II¢'I_I" I/t-,/i'tll';,_I'¢'(il/cll/tll!'l]l_'

materi4Is have d ifl'erent Pcak responses;
j/llttll,t't'l# I'1' IIIf,llllh',.: Il'_/tt/l_'ll II AI'_'I_//II' I,_ttll'll_":

Performance m(tduls using spot tral solar
lt_ltv,'_l1,1/II,,Ijl,,;tin' c/,'_'pct,;_'_h_lll ,-,_,hlr"tnli_lll_,,,Ii_ i_h'_lradiali(m data bases can compare two (_r ,,

nx_ru pl_(}t_w(fltnic rnaterials operating _,// l/li' , ,4h'_t_ l_l l/II' Illlllllh tq llll' I/I'll/' _l_l/h t/l_' ,-,itl_lll_'<l

under a range _t:seas(msand climates, t_/l/_ i,f -;__1_//t11_li}lt I_III II) _'11'('1 tl'l li )III/ l[l'ltllltll[, "

This restllts in optimizing tl_,:,design early

and t'liminates the expense and time that RichardN,ChapmanSandia National Laboratories

w(_uld _therwise be needed forPrelimin-

ary field tt,,'-iting,

Stand-alone PV system

[ Wo,ksh.et,_i DetermineDesignCurrentandArrayTilt worksheetfordetermining

21 [ _.;y,';ll.'ml.ocal=oe Albuquerque,NM I t at,ud. 35,3N Long,uric 107.3W the best collector tilt angle
hi.,_el,:lllon l coat=on Albuquerque,NM I Latitude 35,3N L0ngilude 107,3W and the total charging

Jill at l_alitucie • 15 Fill at Latitude Tiltat Latitude _15 current required from

_ ......... _ _ , _ _ _ _ 23ci _ ..... the I'V modules. (As per
7--)F'-"_;or__(;t(d P(,'_k [)_,'=qe Corrected Peak Design Corrocled Peak Des_cn Stmul,.Alone Photovoltaic
_1 Amp HOta _"_ .".,_.'i, AmpHour:rI '_. . _Ul ....i., AmpHoul Sun Current Sun Curr('m

r-Iu'l'_UlJ'T;"A'lidn'(|4y)'LO_]° (hr,d,:|y) (;llllpB) 2oI--I (ah/day)[°ad (fir/day) (amps) _ (;lh,da)/)L°ad (hrlday) (iImps) Sll,:,tcPltS:, A llamlbook of

______F---:.................. T /.........../:12 .......... _ = .T = Practices, SAND87-7023,
....... :ll.. + = _ = Albuquerque, NM: Sandia

-_-F--- -_-i_] .........T' '- ...... ' = ' National Laboratories,

_- ...... -F ...... _ = March 19903

k-" ', = -, -- -_ =

D)I '_ :: + = + =

_]---ki.................. T .... T ..... _ : _ ----45.4 _ 4,44 = 10.2 45,4 _ 5,28 = 8.6 45,4 0 5,81 = 7,8

Select the Largest Design Current and Corresponding Peak Sun (rem each Latilude and Enter Below

Latitude-15 Latitude-15 Latitude+15

Peak L_J' Design' _ Peak 26BI Desifln _ Peak 26(31 DesignStlrl Cl.lrrerlt Sun Curr{_nl Sun Currenl

(hrlday) (amps) (hr/day) (amps) (br/day) (anlps)

4,44 10,2 5,27 8,6 5.74 7.9

Now Select lhe Smallest Design Current and Corresponding Peak Sun

i No_e: I1Iracking array is desired, use tracking dala from Appendix A. _ Peak Design

Sun uurront
Do not mix tracking and fixed array data on the same sheet, (br/day) (amps)

5.74 7.9

W' ssclos//o{},_ TiltAngle _-- 50"
*11

I

i
!1
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here can you obtain solar radiation data?: , ;LY

_iJ The Natkmal Wuather Survice of till,
14

)_, j 16
,_ :!:i, National Oceanic and Atmospheric

: .:/ Administration (NOAA) operates monitor-
'"C¢

..' ing stations in the United States to collect 12 _

and disseminate information about solar 14 .._: --

radiation. This information is available (m 16 _,/
computer readable magnetic tape ft'ore
NOAA's National Climatic Data Center 18 _._

(NCLX2), Federal Building, Asheville, NC
28801 (704) 259-()682.

Most of NOAA's solar radiation data

sets are from 26 SOLMET stations and
' v_.

222 ERSATZ stations and consist of hourly A_--

values of solar radiation and meteorologi- 20 _
cal data from 1952 to 1975. For the SOLMET

stations, instruments measured the global
horizontal solar radiation and researchers

modeled the direct beam solar radiation 20/" " _-------

data, For the ERSATZ stations, although no 20/'_
s_lar radiatkm measurements were made, ] _

researchers modeled global horizontal 22 24

radiation based on observed meteorologi- 24

cal data such as cloudiness and minutes of TMY data, researchers

s_lnshine; the ERSATZ data do not include included values of direct

direct beam radiation, Because c.!l the beam radiation with

te,l,,_Al Z data are modeled, these data are modeled values of global

less accurate than the SOLMET data. horizontal radiation. These data sets repre-

NOAA also has available more recent sent typical values occurring from 1952 to

data for the periods 1977 to 1980 and 1988 1975, and not the nlinimurn or maxinlurn

to the present. The data include hourly values. For example, a cloudy year in this

values of measured global horizontal solar period may have had an annual solar radia-
radiation for 38 stations, measured direct tion value 1()%below the TMY value, a1_da

beam solar radiation for 32 stations, and very cloudy month in this period may llave

measured diffuse horizontal radiation for had a solar radiation valuu 40% percent
nine stations, below its TMY value. A difference between

Two ot: NOAA's data sets are of partic- TMY and WYEC data is that the TMY data

ular interest to designers and engilleers: the are weighted toward solar radiation values

typical nleteorok_gical year (TMY) data set and their hourly distribution, whereas the

and the weather year for energy calculations WYEC data are weighted toward average

(WYEC) data set. For these, researchers monthly values of temperatures and solar

extracted information from SOLMET/ radiation. Researchers recently revised

ERSATZ data to make data sets of hourly the WYEC data to include estimates of

values spanning one year. For the ERSATZ direct beam and diffuse solar radiation

'| 20
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This map shows tile global
solar radiation for a south-

facing collector tilted at an
angle equal to the site

;'_ ,:_:_ latitude asan annual daily
average for different
locations in the United

States. (Tile numbers e_,the map represent MJ/m2;
20 multiply by 0.2778to

18 obtain kWh/m2.)

and estimates of illuminance for lighting This manual contains monthly averages

applications. Illuminance refers to solar of global horizontal and direct beam solar

radiation in the visible region of the solar radiation, ambient temperature, the ratio

spectrum to which the human eye of global horizontal solar radiation on earth

responds, to that outside the earth's atmosphere (Kt),

Solar radiation data derived from the and heating and cooling degree-days.

SOLMET/ERSATZ data sets are also pub- This information is presented for all the

lished in tabular form by the National SOLMET/ERSATZ stations.

Technical Information Service (NTIS), U.S. Stand-Alone Photovoltaic Systems: A

Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Hmtdbook of Recommended Desig_z Practices,

Road, Springfield, VA 22161. Two of these SAND87-7023, Albuquerque, NM: Sandia
tabular data sets are listed below. National Laboratories, March 1990.

htsolatioJl Data Malzlml rout Direct Nornlal The appendix of this handbook contains

Sohzr Radiation Data Manlml, SERI/TP-220- monthly estimates of solar radiation strik-

3880, Golden, CO: Solar Energy Research ing collectors. These estimates are calcu-

lnsti tu tc, luly 1990. lated for different tilts and sun-tracking

|

|1
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j:>!:[!i1ow accurate do the data need to be?

!::i,:i The requiredac- accurate to within5';_,,This is due to the

,._117,_ curacy of the solar measurement uncertainties of the instru-
radiation data for ments used and tile limited number of

a site depends on measurement sites, Consequently, desig-

the application, nets today have to apply these data rnore

When tlae cost of the solar conversion conservatively than is ultimately desirable.

device is low compared with the overall The _9LMET/EILSATZ data are the

system cost, we can account for uncertain- most widely used solar radiation data. Ota

ties in the solar radiation data by using ata average for ali sites, they are accurate to

"engineering judgment" to increase the within about 10% for average daily values

size of the solar collectors. However, as the on ata annual basis. But for average daily

values on a monthly basis for an individual

site, they can be in error by 20% or rnore.

. ,, _l_'i',/ ,i)/ll_' For interpolating data for sites between
,,, _ _/,/, ,_,i//,i// SOLMET/ERSATZ stations, microclimate

/_'., ,Ill _'. _"./////_/I_' differences due to terrain and local weatlaer
conditions cata also increase the uncertain ty

,! _J ,1!,,/ 'It/, _//I,/ of tlae data,

! /'II' :,1/',[( /li ¢tltl

J/_! !/('t,,il/

'ii,, /!l_'l_' _ll(' /('<t)

,///, /_ c t1¢( I/, (('('

/:<//,,//', (, _(,II('(I

, iI,, /'I"/I_':,,

J,E, Bigger
ElectricPower ResearohInstitute

solar energy conversion system increases in
size and cost, this becornes less acceptable,
and we need more accurate solar radiation

data to optimize the design and project
tlae cost.

For large-scale applications of solar

energy conversion technologies, most For large-scale applications, like this 6,5-MW photovoltaic system, designers

experts agree that solar radiation data prefer solar radiation data that are accurate to within 5% so they can make sound

should be accurate to within 5% so they assumptions concerning system output, performance, and economics,(Photo
courtesy of Siemens Solar Industries,)

can make reasonable assumptions con-

cerning energy output to evaluate the per-

formance and economics. Unfortunately,
not rnuch available solar radiation data are

23
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we, eto,rso,atra,odata
:,!!_! One of tile goals of tile G,_larRadiation Tile new National Solar Radiation Data

' :ii_I Resource Assessment Project at N la,El_,is to Base (1961-1 t)90) for the United Sl:ates will

""','_ provide accurate information about solar improve data quality over the exir.,ting
_'i radiation to minimize the economic risk SOL,MET/ERSATZ (1952-1975) data base,

of irnplenlenttng solar energy conversion For this new data base, NOAA used t_tter

technologies. The data must accurately equipment for measuring solar radiation

represent the spatial (geographic), tern- at more sites and NREL used better model-

poral (hourly, daily, and seasonal), and ing techniques for synthetic stations.

spectral (wavelength distribution) vari- Scheduled for completion in 1992, this new

ability of the solar radiation resource at data ba_ will include data for 250 sites.

different locations. After completing the data base we will

produce special purpose products such as

typical meteorological year (TMY) data

sets, maps, and data summaries.

By continuing the Mng-term measure-

ment of solar radiation at numerous sites,

we can assess changes in climate and add

new data to existing data bases. We can

improve the quality of the solar radiation

data base for the United States by working

with existing regional solar radiation

networks and establishing educational
initiatives so that data are bei,- •.,g collected
at ,_veral hundred sites in the United

States. This large number of measurement

sites will improve the quality of the solar

radiation data base, better ref resent the

geographic distribution of solar radiation

in the United States, and provide research

data to develop techniques to estimate
solar radiation where there are no measure-

ment stations.

This type of research inw_lves develop-

ing spatial interpolation techniques, such

as mapping solar radiation using cloud-
cover in formation from satellites, to

estimate solar radiation l:'_-,etween_,measure-

ment stations. This cloud-cover mapping

technique promises high spatial resolution

for the optimum siting of solar energy con-

version technologies and enables estimat-

ing solar radiation for countries where
no solar radiation data base exists.

24



NI<til_,is improving tile equipment and

techniques used to measure solar radiation
and the models and methods used to deter-

mine the performance of solar conw.,rsion

technologies, Our recent activities include:

• angular response characterization and

uncertainty analysis of solar radiometers,

• dew_,lopment c)fimproved quality assess-

ment procedun.,s for solar radiation data,

• calibration of radiometers for industry

and members of the scientific community,

• development of both broadband and

spectral solar irradiance models, and

• contributkms to the development of

solar trackers and spectroradk)meters,
For information about solar radiation

data, models, and assessments contact Cloud-coverinformation, analyzed from photographs

the N I,{EL_li,dmical Inquiry Service at taken by satellites,has the potentialforestimatingsolar
3()3/231-7303, radiation at any location on earth,
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Coverphotos

"_ .._ Cover:The sun's hot outeratmosphere,or corona,

._ .., reaches.outwardfor millionsof miles, This photowas
'. takenwith the aid of a coronagraph, ,,._neof Skylab's

eight telescopes, which masked the sun's disk to

createanartificial eclipse and allow observationof the

_ , corona. (Photo courtesy of NASA.)

Insidefront cover:Taken with a satellite in stationary

orbit 22,000 miles into spate, this photo shows cloud

o_ coverand weather patternsover muchof the
western hemisphere. Note the two hurricanes,

one in the Gulf of Mexicoand or_ in the Pacific,

and the relativelysimpleweatherpatternacross

the United States,whichshowsbarelya cloud

overhead.(Photocourtesyof NASA.)

Insidefrontcover inset:Solarthermalsystem

4" ata correctionalinstituteinTehachapi,
,California.The systemisdescribedinthe

,_, , introductionto this primer.Insidebackcover:Acamera and lens with

a 180° field-of-viewshowsthe locationof

•_ clouds in the skywhenviewed from
,_' *' below.The perimeterof the photoisthe

earth'shorizon.








